Abstract-Building high assurance secure applications requires the proper use of security mechanisms and assurances provided by the underlying secure platform. However, applications are often built using security patterns and best practices that are agnostic with respect to the intricate specifics of the different underlying platforms. This independence from the underlying platform leaves a gap between security patterns and underlying secure platforms. In this PhD research abstract, we propose a novel approach to bridge this gap. Specifically, we propose reusable capability-specific design fragments for security patterns, which are specialization for patterns in a capabilitybased system. The focus is on systems that adhere to a capabilitybased security model, which we consider as the underlying platforms, to provide desired application-wide security properties. We also discuss assumptions and levels of assurance for these reusable designs and their use in the verification of application designs.
I. INTRODUCTION
Secure platforms and trusted computing bases can be the foundation for building large-scale, high-assurance, secure applications [6, 16] . Secure applications are often designed with the use of security patterns [1] , tactics [2] and best practices, which are usually informally described, have vague claims [1, 10] and abstract from specific platforms. It is not trivial to properly use the specific security mechanisms and the assurance of the underlying platforms for real-world large applications design with these patterns, tactics, or best practices.
A study [3] to assess the applicability of security patterns reported that existing security patterns do not provide guidance on how to implement the patterns correctly. This is one reason why security patterns have not been more widely adopted. However, implementation guidance without consideration of specific underlying platforms may not be meaningful.
Our goal is to bridge the gap between informal security patterns and the underlying platform, by providing platformspecific design fragments for security patterns. The platformspecific design fragments will be associated with two things: 1) reusable design-level verification techniques to substantiate the informal security-related claims, and 2) explicit assumptions specifying the assurance required of the platform. These are intended to be able to be used to design and verify a variety of applications.
In this paper, we focus on platforms that adhere to a capability-based security model [4] . A capability is a communicable, difficult-to-forge token of authority that references an object with associated access rights [4] . We build a collection of design fragments for security patterns for capability-based platforms, which will be used in composition of each other to form the final application design.
For capability-specific design fragments of security patterns, we aim to provide reusable verifications of these design fragments. The specific approach for design-level verification depends on the security property of interest (confidentiality, integrity, or availability), the techniques chosen, and the intended way of reusing component verifications for application design verification [5] . We present our overall thinking and illustrate it with model-checking verification, but do not limit our verification approach to model checking. The selected verification approach will have an impact on how design-level verification can be reused.
Informal security patterns can serve as inspiration for capability-specific design fragments and their intended properties. However, as the patterns are informal and ambiguous, it is difficult to verify the security properties that they claim. Moreover, patterns usually have implicit assumptions. We try to make these assumptions explicit and also formalize the patterns to allow formal verification of security properties.
Underlying platforms in this paper refer to systems that adhere to a capability-based security model.We leverage our group's prior work, seL4 [6] -a formally verified capabilitybased operating system microkernel, and use it as the target platform. We model designs for capability-based platforms using the Serscis Access Modeller (SAM) notation [21] . Although seL4 is the target platform, our work will be applicable to other systems that comply with a capability-based security model.
We discuss related work in the next section, before describing our proposed approach of building secure systems with patterns based on capabilities. We then present our expected contributions and validation strategy before discussing about the progress made towards realizing our vision.
II. RELATED WORK
Capabilities, introduced by Dennis and Van Horn [4] , have several advantages for building security applications, such as solving the Confused Deputy problem, [7] and making it easier to apply the Principle of Least Privilege [8] . seL4 is a capability-based microkernel whose full functional correctness has been verified to the source code level. However, properly using such highly secure platform to build larger-scale systems is still a major challenge, due to the gap between the platform's mechanisms and assurances and applications' very different functionality and security requirements [5] .
Existing security patterns can be used to guide design but their description and security property claims are highly informal [1, 10] . Heyman et al. [9] presented an approach to formally verify security requirements for security patterns using Alloy. This includes "expectations", which describe the expected behavior of the component, and "residual goals". Residual goals describe security concerns that need to be addressed but are not in the scope of the pattern. An example of residual goal is authenticator enforcer pattern requires the userID be unique. Ensuring the uniqueness of the userID is essential but is outside the scope of the pattern. Other prior work also advocates the use of formal methods to verify security properties [10] . Users may define the behavior of a pattern in UML, which is transformed to Promela for verification with SPIN [11] . However, this approach does not consider the security models, mechanisms and assurances provided by the underlying security platform.
Some other efforts [12, 13] in the model-driven community focus on developing platform-specific security profiles, used in application design to facilitate security property analysis and to map models to platform-specific code. We focus on providing reusable capability-specific design fragments for patterns that can be composed during application design.
The link between architecture tactics and code [14] or design patterns [15] has been explored through code mining. One observation is that there is wide variation in how tactics are implemented in different situations [15] . We limit these variabilities by providing capability-specific realizations of patterns, and by focusing on security.
Other research also advocates the importance of the underlying platform to fundamentally improve security [16] . However, they propose new hardware mechanisms to support security, whereas we rely on general purpose hardware and a formally verified microkernel.
III. PROPOSED APPROACH
Our approach is shown in Fig.1 . First, we collect security patterns from the literature [1, 17, 18, 19] and assemble them into a catalogue. These patterns are analyzed and realized as concrete capability-specific design fragments, in this case for seL4. We verify the properties of these patterns at the design level, to check whether security properties are preserved and what assumptions must be made on the underlying platform. In the design of secure systems, the verified design fragments are composed with each other to build up an application design that satisfies the security requirements. Finally, we verify the composite system at the design level, to provide assurance that the system guarantees the intended properties. 
A. Capability-Specific Design Fragments for Security Patterns
In this step (Step 2 of Fig. 1 ), we provide design instances for the security patterns, based on our capability-based platform, seL4. The existence of an underlying platform makes this realization possible. We identify and explicitly state the assumptions of the patterns to allow better understanding of the patterns. These assumptions can be discharged by the mechanisms supported by the platform, or carried through as operational constraints. We use SAM, a modeling tool for capability-based systems, to model our realization of patterns as capability-specific design fragments. The security property analysis (Step 3 in Fig. 1 ) will provide feedback to improve the design realization of the patterns. This can be done by improving the design to address counter-examples identified during the analysis process.
B. Composition of Capability-Specific Design Fragments
Designing a secure system requires the composition of various security patterns (Step 4 of Fig. 1 ), as each pattern is concerned with different security properties. The first step to composing patterns is selecting appropriate patterns: those that correspond to the security requirements of the application. Two challenges in composing security patterns are to ensure that the patterns do not conflict, and to produce a design that provides the intended security properties.
In order to reason about whether the composed design provides the required security properties, we use our collection of reusable verified platform-specific design fragments for the security patterns. As the capability-specific design fragments for the patterns are verified to provide specific security properties, we believe that this will aid in providing assurance of the security of the application architecture model. The security property analysis (Step 5 of Fig.1 ) will not only help in improving the model by pointing out its weaknesses, but also provides assurance about the security of the model.
C. Security Property Analysis
Our designs include the capability-specific design fragments for the patterns and the application architecture model. We analyze security properties at each of these two levels (Step 3 and 5 of Fig.1 ). This is closely related to the capability-specific design fragments for the patterns (Step 2 in Fig.1) , as the analysis performed on these designs will provide pointers to improve the designs. Different security properties may require different verification techniques. As an example, the absence of dataflow between two components and the absence of data modification are two distinct security properties with different techniques for verifying them. Verification of dataflow [5] be achieved using SPIN, whereas mathematical proof in Hoare Logic that is verified by a theorem prover, Isabelle, may be used to verify unauthorized data modification [22] . Formal verification techniques provide a high level of assurance about the security properties of our designs. Another class of techniques is systematic evaluation, such as scenario-based evaluation [2] .
We aim to reuse the verification of the capability-specific designs of the patterns (Step 3 in Fig.1 ) in order to verify the application architecture model (Step 5 in Fig.1 ). Full formal verification of the whole application code-base is very expensive and most of the time infeasible. The current limit of such formal verification is around 10,000 lines of code. However, we believe design-level verification of key security properties for large systems is feasible and can be achieved through reuse of verified designs for security patterns.
IV. EXPECTED CONTRIBUTIONS
The expected contributions of this research are as follows:
• an overall approach of providing capability-specific designs of security patterns associated with reusable design-verifications and explicit assumptions in relation to the underlying system; • a collection of such reusable capability-specific designs fragments; • a pattern composition approach that reuses designverifications to help provide whole-system verification.
V. EVALUATION PLAN
There are four key parts to our evaluation. Firstly, we evaluate the capability-specific design fragments for patterns through the verification that will be done for each individual design fragments. This will evaluate whether the design fragments provide the security properties guaranteed. Secondly, the verification of the design fragments will be evaluated through simple case studies based on two criteria, namely Feasibility and Correctness of produced design. Correctness of produced design evaluates whether the design achieved the security property claimed by the verified design fragments.
Thirdly, the composition of verified design fragments will be evaluated by performing a security property analysis (i.e. verification) on the produced application design. Finally, the verification of the composition will be evaluated through a real-world case study, Smart Meter in the Advanced Metering Infrastructure, to be validated based on three criteria. These criteria are Feasibility, Correctness of produced design and Usability of the pattern composition approach.
VI. PROGRESS
This research is still in its early stages, starting in March 2012. Currently, we have collected security patterns from the literature and assembled them into a catalogue. The catalogue lists previously-known characteristics of security patterns, together with newly added fields to support this research. These fields, marked (E) for existing and (N) for newly added, are: Pattern Name (E), Alias (E), Intent (E), Claimed Security Properties (E), Source (E), Abstraction Level (E), Capabilityspecific Design Fragments (N), Security Property Analysis (N), Security Properties verified (N), and Assumptions (N).
The new fields are used in different steps of the approach. The Capability-specific Design Fragments field stores the capability-specific design fragments for the patterns, which will be used for building the application architecture model through composition (Step 5). Security Property Analysis and Security Property verified fields store the security property verified and its verification respectively and are reused during the analysis of the application architecture model (Step 6). Assumptions field explicitly states the assumptions embedded in the patterns.
We have found no standard template for describing these patterns. This leads to variability in terms of information about pattern, making it hard to collect the same information for different patterns. This agrees with a survey [20] which found that some patterns are under-specified while others are overspecified.
We have started building a collection of capability-specific design fragments. We illustrate this with the Authorization security pattern. Assume Alice (granter) wants to authorize Bob (receiver) to have a read-only capability to Carol (target). Alice needs to at least own a Grant capability to Bob and a Read capability to Carol. If that condition is satisfied, Alice can then grant Bob a read capability to Carol. The granting mechanism depends on the capability-based system. In seL4, Alice can mint a new read capability from her set of capabilities to Carol and send an IPC message to Bob's communication endpoint.
We have started building a collection of capability-specific design fragments for security patterns. These will be modeled manually using SAM. Here we illustrate the Security Logger pattern as a capability-specific design. One of the aims of the Secure Logger pattern is to decouple logging functionality from the application. The data must be cryptographically secure, with only authorized users able to view the contents of the log file. Assume Client sends a log command to secureLogger with the data. Upon receiving the log command, secureLogger encrypts the data and sends it with the log command to logManager. logManager will then ask for a new instance of logger, the actual component that logs the data, from logFactory. From Fig. 2 , logManager has a capability to logFactory and the newly created logger. The user does not have direct access to the logger instance and the file. We set an assertion in SAM that the user does not have any reference to the file. With that, we assume that the user has no access to the file, unless the user has been authorized to access it.
VII. WORK PLAN
The next steps are to create a more comprehensive list of capability-specific design fragments for the patterns. Then, the implementation in different capability-based systems of a subset of these will show that implementation of the designs is feasible and that the designs are applicable to other capabilitybased systems. We will investigate how to compose the security patterns to build secure systems and how to carry out security property analysis to provide feedback to improve the concrete platform-specific design of the patterns. Finally, we plan to investigate whether we can generalize the approach to other capability-based systems.
